Hydrogenated amorphous silicon oxide containing a microcrystalline silicon phase and usage as an intermediate reflector in thin-film silicon solar cells A. Lambertz, a) T. Grundler, b) and F. Finger To further improve the stability of amorphous/microcrystalline silicon (a-Si:H/lc-Si:H) tandem solar cells, it is important to reduce the thickness of the a-Si:H top cell. This can be achieved by introduction of an intermediate reflector between the a-Si:H top and the lc-Si:H bottom cell which reflects light back into the a-Si:H cell and thus, increases its photocurrent at possibly reduced thickness. Microcrystalline silicon oxide (lc-SiO x :H) is used for this purpose and the trade-off between the material's optical, electrical and structural properties is studied in detail. The material is prepared with plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition from gas mixtures of silane, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Phosphorus doping is used to make the material highly conductive n-type.
Intermediate reflectors with different optical and electrical properties are then built into tandem solar cells as part of the inner n/p-recombination junction. The quantum efficiency and the reflectance of these solar cells are evaluated to find optical gains and losses due to the intermediate reflector. Suitable intermediate reflectors result in a considerable increase in the top cell current density which allows a reduction of the a-Si:H top cell thickness of about 40% for a tandem cell while keeping the current density of the device constant. V C 2011 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For thin-film silicon solar cells, a popular cell configuration is the amorphous/microcrystalline silicon (a-Si:H/lc-Si:H) tandem, which consists of a high bandgap a-Si:H top cell and a lower bandgap lc-Si:H bottom cell. To reduce the effect of light-induced degradation on the cell performance, the amorphous top cell's thickness has to be kept as low as possible, which thus delivers a low photo current.
1,2 To achieve high efficiencies, the currents generated by top and bottom cell have to be well balanced. In order to obtain a sufficient top cell photocurrent the amount of light absorbed in the top cell can be increased by using an intermediate reflector layer (IR) . The effects of intermediate reflectors for such cell configurations have been evaluated in model studies. [3] [4] [5] The reflector has to fulfill the following requirements:
• reflect shorter wavelength light back into the top cell.
• be transparent for the longer wavelength light which is used by the bottom cell.
• conduct the current between the cells.
• serve as a nucleation layer for the subsequent layer in case those are microcrystalline.
Several materials have been already investigated for this purpose. Among them are transparent conductive oxides like zinc oxide (ZnO). [6] [7] [8] The material has a refractive index of around two and its bandgap is higher than 3 eV. With doping, ZnO can be made highly conductive which on the one hand is wanted to keep the series resistance of the device low, but on the other hand a too high planar conductivity might require an additional laser structuring step for interconnecting the cells into modules. Furthermore typical preparation processes like low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) or magnetron sputtering and process temperatures might be incompatible with the tandem device preparation technology.
Other approaches start from dielectric materials like SiN and SiO x which can be prepared with a wide range of optical properties but often are difficult to be doped conductive enough. 9 In the present study, we investigate phosphorous doped hydrogenated microcrystalline silicon oxide as intermediate reflector.
The material is a phase mixture of microcrystalline silicon (lc-Si:H) with amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiO x :H) where the phosphorus doping mainly affects the lc-Si:H phases. The two phases can be thought of as if delivering the required optical and electrical properties individually: The oxygen rich amorphous phase supplies low-refractive index and high-optical transparency. The n-type microcrystalline silicon phase ensures sufficient electrical conductivity in direction of the current flow between the component cells while the lower electrical conductivity in planar direction is beneficial for the interconnection to a module. In spite of the obvious two-phase nature of the material 10 we will call it lc-SiO x :H in the following for simplicity. A number of studies including successful application of silicon oxide based intermediate layers have been already reported. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Furthermore, the material is a potential candidate for the use as window layer due to its combination of sufficient conductivity and high bandgap. 18 Here, we present a detailed description of the lc-SiO x :H material development, with a focus on the relationship between the deposition parameters and the material properties. Guidelines for selection of material with desired properties as intermediate reflector are described and the successful application in thin-film silicon solar cells is demonstrated with a possible top cell thickness reduction by 40% while maintaining the total tandem cell current.
II. EXPERIMENT A. Microcrystalline silicon oxide preparation
Silicon oxide layers were deposited in a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) multi chamber system using an excitation frequency of 13.56 MHz at a substrate temperature of 185 C. The substrates were 100 cm 2 glass substrates type Corning Eagle 2000. The deposition pressure was 4 mbar and the power density 0.35 W/cm 2 with respect to the electrode area. The process gases used were silane (SiH 4 ) with an addition of 2% phosphine (PH 3 ) as dopant source, carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and hydrogen (H 2 ). For simplicity we will refer to the PH 3 /SiH 4 mixture as "SiH 4 " in the following when describing the gas flow compositions, ignoring therefore the small (2%) amount of PH 3 and keeping in mind that the dopant gas concentration with respect to the silane gas will be always 2%, while the concentration with respect to the [SiH 4 þ CO 2 ] gas flow will vary depending on the respective CO 2 gas flow.
The material process optimization was mainly performed as a function of the CO 2 gas flow for a given hydrogen dilution, considering the CO 2 gas flow the main parameter which will determine the desired optical properties while both the CO 2 flow as well as the hydrogen dilution will strongly affect the crystallinity of the material or better to say the transition between highly crystalline and amorphous/microcrystalline mixed-phase material.
Frequently, we will use the ratio between the CO 2 -flow / CO 2 and the SiH 4 
for presentation of the data Also of great importance is the hydrogen dilution (H 2 dil.) which will be given in the form
with each flow, U H 2 and U SiH 4 measured in sccm, i.e., H 2 dil. ¼ 2:500 stands for a SiH 4 -flow of 2 sccm and a H 2 -flow of 500 sccm. Important to note is that the hydrogen dilution is related to the SiH 4 only and not to the sum of SiH 4 -flow and CO 2 -flow. As the CO 2 flow varies at a given SiH 4 and H 2 flow, the "true" hydrogen dilution with respect to the [SiH 4 þ CO 2 ] gas flow of course varies considerably. Possible effect on growth and material structure will have to be discussed. Further details of the gas flows and the used symbols in this work are summarized in Table I .
In the a-Si:H/lc-Si:H tandem solar cell we used an n-type microcrystalline silicon (lc-Si:H <n>) layer in the a-Si:H top cell, therefore in the tandem cell the lc-SiO x :H intermediate reflector grows on a microcrystalline layer which might act as seed layer. This means the nucleation conditions are different compared to the conditions on the bare glass substrate. To obtain similar growth conditions for the lc-SiO x :H films we use a very thin highly crystalline lc-Si:H <n> layer as seed layer for some films for comparison.
B. Solar cell preparation and properties Figure 1 shows the a-Si:H/lc-Si:H solar cells configuration in which the influence of the SiO x :H <n> intermediate reflector was investigated. The substrate for these cells was SnO 2 :F coated glass. The cells are grown in pin/pin configuration. All layers were deposited using PECVD technology. For the a-Si:H top cell the <p> layer and the <i> layer are amorphous, the <n> layer is microcrystalline. The 70 nm thick SiO x :H <n> intermediate reflector is grown between this top-cell <n> layer and the subsequent layer of the bottom cell. The bottom cell materials are all microcrystalline, using optimum phase mixture (OPM) material 19 for the lc-Si:H absorber layer. The deposition parameters of the intermediate reflector in the solar cell were varied as described in Sec. II A. A zinc oxide/silver (ZnO/Ag) layer stack on top of the lc-Si:H bottom cell was used as back contact. 
C. Characterization methods for films and solar cells
The optical, structural and electrical properties of the layers were investigated by optical transmission and reflection spectroscopy, photo thermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS), Raman spectroscopy (k ¼ 488 nm), Rutherford back scattering (RBS) 20, 21 and dark conductivity measurements. From conductivity measurements with coplanar Agelectrodes, we obtain the lateral conductivity (r) of the samples. To examine the crystalline volume fraction of the material, Raman spectroscopy was used. We define the Raman intensity ratio I c as the ratio of the integrated area of the lc-Si:H peak at 520 cm À1 to the total peak area (a-SiO x :H þ lc-Si:H). The ratio is
where we define A lc-Si:H þ A a-SiO x :H ¼ A lc-SiO x :H . The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 showing the corresponding peaks.
To extract the peak areas we used the a-SiO x :H reference peak which is measured on a sample grown in the amorphous regime with a high r CO 2 expected to be completely amorphous. When fitting the a-SiO x :H reference peak to the measured lc-SiO x :H peak one gets as difference a typical lc-Si:H peak. The integrated area of the total lc-SiO x :H peak A lc-SiO x :H and the integrated area of the lc-Si:H peak A lc-Si:H are used to calculate the I c with Eq. (3). We should note the following problem for the evaluation of the crystallinity of the material from the Raman spectroscopy: (i) The absorption coefficient of a-SiO x :H is about a factor ten lower compared to the absorption coefficient of lc-Si:H at the laser wavelength of 488 nm used for the Raman spectroscopy. Besides the unknown changes of Raman cross sections for the materials this will lead to an overestimation of the lc-Si:H phase when calculating the I c for layers with higher oxygen contents.
(ii) For lc-SiO x :H films which are grown on a seed layer, in addition the Raman signal generated by the light reaching the lc-Si:H-seed layer might contribute to the calculated value of I c . So care has to be taken when using these I c values as a measure of crystallinity. The refractive index (n) versus the wavelength was determined using the layer thickness (d) measured by a step profiler and the maxima (k 1 ) and minima (k 2 ) of the interference fringes in the optical transmission and reflection spectra measured using a UV-VIS-NIR photo spectrometer. To calculate the refractive index we used the formula
with which we determined the refractive index at a wavelength of 1 lm. The IV-parameters for the tandem cells e.g., fill factor (FF), short circuit current density j sc ð Þ and open circuit voltage (V oc ) were measured using a double source (Class A) AM 1.5 sun simulator. To measure the current density of the component cells (j top , j bot ) a quantum efficiency set-up was used. The reflected light of the complete solar cell from the glass side including the back reflector was measured using a UV-VIS-NIR photo spectrometer with attached Ulbricht sphere. The external quantum efficiency (QE) and the optical reflection spectra give insight in the optical gains and losses introduced by the intermediate reflector by comparing spectra of cells with and without intermediate reflector.
III. RESULTS
A. Material
Deposition rate
The deposition rate (r D ) of the SiO x -layers was studied to be able to control the growth and intermediate reflector thickness in the cell. In Fig. 3 , r D is shown as a function of the CO 2 /SiH 4 -ratio (r CO 2 ) for different hydrogen dilutions (/ SiH 4 : / H 2 ). For all series with a / SiH 4 ¼ 1 sccm, r D increases with decreasing hydrogen dilution by a factor of up to four. This is the most dominant trend and demonstrates the influence of the hydrogen dilution on the growth of the SiO x . Another trend is the increase in deposition rate as a function of the r CO 2 for r CO 2 > 0.5. Increase of the silane flow at a given dilution (2:500) results in a strong increase in the deposition rate. Surprisingly for this series, we observe a decrease in the deposition rate as the CO 2 flow is increased. Based on this result, we assume similar oxygen incorporation as a function of the CO 2 /SiH 4 ratio also for other series prepared under similar conditions and use the data of Fig. 4 for calibration in case no RBS measurements for determination of the oxygen content were performed.
Crystallinity
The Raman intensity ratio (I c ) is shown versus the r CO 2 in Fig. 5 for films with and without seed layer and with different hydrogen dilutions (1:200, 1:500). For all series I c decreases with increasing r CO 2 . However, the degree of decrease in crystallinity with CO 2 admixture depends on the preparation details, i.e., whether or not a seed layer is used. The use of a microcrystalline seed layer tends to enhance the I c of the lcSiO x :H layers especially close to the transition to completely amorphous material. The increase in I c is visible for both the 1:200 series between r CO 2 0.5 to 1 and for the 1:500 series between r CO 2 of two and three even for layers of several hundreds of nanometers. Previous studies [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] have already shown the critical dependence of the film properties on the "substrate"-layer morphology especially in the transition region between a-Si:H and lc-Si:H growth. These studies show that layers deposited in the transition region grow completely amorphous or microcrystalline in dependence on the crystallinity of the "substrate" layer. For the intermediate reflector when it is applied as a thin layer in the solar cell the effect of the seed layer, which is the lc-Si:H n-layer of the top cell, might be even stronger. Focusing on the material without seed layer now, additional data on I c for a wider range of hydrogen dilution is shown in Fig. 6(a) , where we can directly compare the changes in crystallinity with the corresponding changes in conductivity [ Fig. 6(b) ]. Again, the crystallinity decreases for all series as the r CO 2 and therefore the oxygen content in the film increases. At a given r CO 2 an increase in H 2 -dilution from 1:100 up to 1:1000 results in higher values of I c in the transition between microcrystalline and amorphous growth. Pronounced scatter is observed for the values for I c and r for different layers deposited under the same conditions because of their critical dependence on the deposition parameters in the transition region. Especially little variations of gas flows will influence the growth and material properties. If one assumes a plausible variation of the CO 2 flow at 1 sccm of 10%, the expected change of the material properties in the transition region is large. However, the general trends discussed here are not affected by this data scatter. At the 1:500 hydrogen dilution used here, crystalline growth is still observed for r CO 2 ¼ 2 which results in oxygen concentrations of 44% (Fig. 3) . So oxygen-rich lc-SiO x :H material with high optical transparency (see below), but still containing crystallinity phase of the order of 10% even without seed layer can be prepared at sufficiently high hydrogen dilution in the process gas.
Conductivity
Electrically the intermediate reflector represents an additional series resistor (R s ) between the two component cells which reduces the FF and therefore, the efficiency (g). To estimate the influence of the intermediate reflector on the FF we added numerically an Ohmic IV-characteristic of a series resistance R s corresponding to the resistance of the intermediate reflector to a measured IV-characteristic of our standard tandem solar cell. For an additional series resistance of 1 X cm 2 we calculated a decrease in FF of about 1%. When increasing this series resistance to 10 X cm 2 we expect a drop in FF of about 7%. A similar dependency between R s and FF was also found in. 27 Based on these calculations we set the highest acceptable additional series resistance to be 1 X cm 2 . This additional series resistance would be reached when using an intermediate reflector with a thickness of 100 nm and a conductivity of 10 À5 S/cm. We define this conductivity value (10 À5 S/cm) as lower acceptable conductivity for the intermediate reflector layer [r (IR)-limit]. This r (IR)-limit is indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 12 .
The electrical conductivity (r) was measured for all films in planar direction by using co-planar silver contacts. In Fig. 6(b) the electrical conductivity r of the films versus the r CO 2 is shown. The r decreases with an increasing r CO 2 . For all hydrogen dilution series the conductivity decreases to less than 10 À12 S/cm for higher r CO 2 . A conductivity of 10 À12 S/cm at a film thickness of 1 lm is the detection limit of our conductivity measurement set-up therefore no conductivities are shown below this value. The lines to the eye are indicating measured conductivities values below the limit of the conductivity measurement set-up by an arrow. When increasing the hydrogen dilution from 1:100 up to 1:500 the drop of the conductivity shifts toward higher r CO 2 . Obviously this drop in r coincides with the decrease of the Raman intensity ratio [ Fig. 6(a) ]. A higher value of I c results in higher conductivities. At the highest hydrogen dilution to 1:1000, in spite of high values of I c , the conductivities are lower again at high r CO 2 values. This is in accordance with frequently observed results, that a too high hydrogen dilution in the process gas might deteriorate the electrical properties of the material, possibly as a result of a too high etching contribution during the growth and therefore poor defect and grain boundary passivation in the material. 28 To investigate the relationship between the conductivity and the crystalline volume fraction further, r is also plotted in dependence of I c in Fig. 7 for the different hydrogen dilution series. With increasing Raman intensity ratio the conductivity increases as expected when introducing a highly conductive lc-Si:H n-type phase. For films with a very low I c the electrical conductivity is most likely dominated by the low r of the amorphous SiO x phase, where the doping efficiency is much lower due to the strong compensation by deep defects. For hydrogen dilution series 1:100, 1:200 and 2:500 the conductivity increases to values above 1 Â 10 À3 S/cm already at low Raman intensity ratios ($5%). At higher hydrogen dilution of 1:500 a Raman intensity ratio of 35% is needed to achieve a conductivity of 1 Â 10 À3 S/cm. For these series the decrease in r coincides with the decrease of the Raman intensity ratio. For the 1:1000 hydrogen dilution series conductivities are well below all other hydrogen dilution series in spite of high values of I c . As already described above, we attribute this to the too bad material quality, which results in low doping efficiency or a disruption of the current path. We conclude that, even for low I c , highly conducting SiO x films can be obtained by employing an appropriate hydrogen dilution.
For samples with seed layer, the planar conductivity was dominated by the highly conductive lc-Si:H <n> seed layer which acts as a short cut for the charge transport. Here the conductivity of the lc-SiO x :H bulk material can not be determined.
Optical bandgap and refractive index
As optical bandgap (E 04 ), we use the photon energy value for which an optical absorption coefficient of 1 Â 10 4 cm À1 is reached. The E 04 values are shown as a function of the r CO 2 for different hydrogen dilution series in Fig. 8 . The bandgap increases with increasing r CO 2 . It covers a range from below 2 eV up to a value of 2.9 eV. Increasing the silane flow at a given dilution (500), results in lower optical gaps for each CO 2 flow. To study the link between the optical properties and the structural properties of the films the E 04 is displayed versus the I c for different hydrogen dilutions in Fig. 9 . With increasing Raman intensity ratio the bandgap decreases for all hydrogen dilution series, starting at values up to 2.95 eV for low I c . For high I c we find E 04 ¼ 1.9 eV, which is a typical value for lc-Si:H n-type material. Two effects result in this decrease in E 04 with increasing I c : (i) the SiO x :H-phase is replaced by the lower band-gap lc-Si:H phase and (ii) the bandgap in the a-SiO x :H-phase decreases because of lower oxygen content. The initial drop in the bandgap versus crystallinity for the lower hydrogen dilutions (1:100-2:500) is steeper in accordance with the sharp drop in crystallinity with r CO 2 at low H dilution. At a given Raman intensity ratio I c , e.g., 40%, the bandgap increases with increasing hydrogen dilution. Again, this can be explained by the higher oxygen content in the remaining amorphous SiO x fraction for a given I c . This higher oxygen content is caused by the higher r CO 2 when depositing under the higher hydrogen dilution conditions or in other words, at higher hydrogen dilution the material still develops a microcrystalline phase at considerably higher CO 2 flows.
To relate the bandgap to the film composition, Fig The material's refractive index is a most crucial parameter for application of the material as intermediate reflector.
The refractive index is calculated as described in Sec. II C. It is plotted versus r CO 2 in Fig. 11 . When increasing the r CO 2 from zero to three the refractive index decreases from 3.8 for lc-Si:H down to values close to 1.5, i.e., the value of pure SiO 2 . Again we find a little different behavior between materials prepared at low (1:100-2:500) and high (1:500 and 1:1000) hydrogen dilution respectively. At higher H 2 dilution we find higher refractive indices for a given r CO 2 . Still a similar trend of decreasing n with increasing r CO 2 is observed. We can summarize that the material's refractive index n can be easily varied and controlled using appropriate gas mixtures for the lc-SiO x :H preparation.
Electrical conductivity versus optical bandgap and refractive index
The relationship between optical and electrical properties is the central point in the development of the lc-SiO x :H <n> as a functional layer. A low refractive index and a high bandgap at a sufficient conductivity are desired for the use as intermediate reflector. We suggest that a plot of conductivity versus refractive index and optical bandgap, like in Fig. 12 can serve as a figure of merit for the suitability of the silicon oxide as an intermediate reflector layer. High conductivities were found for high refractive indices and low band gaps. However, for lower refractive indices and high band gaps, as desired for the use as intermediate reflector, the conductivity is reduced. When a conductivity similar to a-Si:H <n> (r % 10 À3 S/cm) is reached, r drops sharply for a further decrease of n and increase of E 04 . The aforementioned defined r(IR)-limit is plotted as dotted line in the graph. Also shown are corresponding dark conductivities for a-SiO x :H. 25 All samples prepared by different series fall, within certain scatter, on the similar trend lines r versus E 04 and n respectively. Therefore, the relationships between electric and optical properties in the material prepared here are more determined by the material structure and composition rather than by the differences in the deposition processes. We find material with a wide range of optical properties, large bandgap and low refractive index as compared to a-Si:H and lc-Si:H, and for the series using a hydrogen dilution 1:200, 2:500 and 1:500 with conductivities well above the r(IR)-limit. Within the 1:100 hydrogen dilution series lower conductivities for a given band gap were obtained. For the 1:1000 hydrogen dilution series the conductivity is below the calculated limit suitable for the use as IR in solar cells.
The low refractive index may provide a distinct refractive index step compared to n a-Si:H % 3.7 at sufficient electrical conductivity. This means the material has considerable potential to serve as IR with excellent compromise between conductivity and refractive index. For comparison a-SiO x :H <n> without a lc-Si:H phase shows electrical conductivity up to seven orders of magnitude smaller than that of the lcSiO x :H <n> films. At the r(IR)-limit the a-SiO x :H <n> has a too high n of 3.1 and a low E 04 of 2.05 eV. Thus only the introduction of a microcrystalline phase in the alloy enables a proper combination of electrical and optical properties for the use as intermediate reflector.
These results are for films without seed layer only. The influence of the seed layer on the electrical conductivity of the intermediate reflector material can not be evaluated by simple conductivity measurements. But to some extent the beneficial influence of the seed layer on electrical conductivity becomes obvious when the material is used as intermediate reflector in the tandem solar cells, where growth conditions for the IR, which on glass would result in very low conductivity, in the cell still, result in highly efficient performance and high FF.
B. Solar cells
The gains and losses when applying the lc-SiO x :H layers as intermediate reflector (IR) were evaluated in aSi:H/lc-Si:H tandem solar cells. The influence of the IR on the optical performance of tandem cells was investigated by external quantum efficiency (QE) and optical reflection. The influence on the electrical properties of the solar cell was mainly concluded from the cell's FF. Figure 13 shows the FF of the best 1 cm 2 tandem cell on each 10 Â 10 cm indicated by a dotted line. For r CO 2 1.5 and hydrogen dilution up to 1:500 the FF remains at a high value. For higher r CO 2 it decreases considerably. At a hydrogen dilution of 1:1000 the FF is well below the benchmark for all r CO 2 . Note that SiO x material prepared at 1:200 and 2:500 and r CO 2 of 1.5 and 2, respectively, when deposited on glass substrate, has a planar conductivity below 10 À12 S/cm [ Fig.  6(b) ]. This should result in a strong increase of the cells series resistance and thus in a low FF. The yet successful implementation without large decrease in FF might be attributed to the increased crystalline volume fraction introduced by the lc-Si:H <n> layer which acts as seed layer for the growth of the lc-SiO x :H IR. Another possibility is a higher conductivity in vertical than in planar direction. 12 In Table II , the results of the IV-and QE-measurements for an a-Si:H/lc-Si:H tandem solar cell of 1 cm 2 with a lc-SiO x :H <n> intermediate reflector film deposited using a hydrogen dilution of 1:500 and a r CO 2 of 1.5 with a refractive index of 2.25 and E 04 ¼ 2.35 eV are shown. An increase in top cell current density of 1.3 mA/cm 2 with similar FF and V oc compared to cells without an intermediate reflector is achieved. An efficiency of 11.5% is reached at a top cell absorber layer thickness of only 250 nm. To see the effect of the SiO x IR in detail, the quantum efficiency of the abovementioned tandem cell with and without SiO x IR is shown in Fig. 14(a) (compact and dashed graph, respectively) . The enhanced QE for the top cell in the wavelength region between 500 nm and 800 nm with a lc-SiO x :H IR is obvious. The incident light is reflected back at the interface between top cell and intermediate reflector and therefore transferred from the bottom cell to the top cell. The top cell current density increases by 1.3 mA/cm 2 and the bottom cell current density decreases by 1.3 mA/cm 2 . The current matching requirements are almost fulfilled with a top cell current density of 11.3 mA/cm 2 and bottom cell current density of 11.4 mA/cm 2 for this tandem solar cell by introducing the lcSiO x :H intermediate reflector while keeping the sum of both cell currents constant. The high bandgap of 2.3 eV appears to be big enough to avoid losses due to parasitic light absorption.
Possible losses due to increased reflection of light out of the cell when applying an intermediate reflector were investigated by optical reflection measurements on the cell using a photo spectrometer with attached Ulbricht sphere. The optical reflection is shown in dependence of the wavelength in Fig. 14(b) for the cell with and without IR (compact and dashed graph, respectively). Between 650 nm and 800 nm the reflection is slightly higher for the cell with IR. However, these losses are compensated for by the total gain in QE between 500 nm and 650 nm as apparent from Fig. 14(a) .
The influence of the SiO x intermediate reflector on the current density of the a-Si:H top cell and the lc-Si:H bottom cell was evaluated from quantum efficiency measurements. In Figs. 15(a) and 15(b) , the current density of the component cells are plotted versus r CO 2 for different hydrogen dilution series. The results of the best 1 cm 2 solar cell of each 10 Â 10 cm 2 substrate are shown. Therefore, the scatter of the results for specific deposition parameters has its origin in different solar cell deposition runs. Intermediate reflectors using a hydrogen dilution of 1:100 were not implemented due to their poor optical properties above the conductivity limit.
In general, the top cell current increases with increasing r CO 2 for all applied intermediate reflectors prepared under a variety of preparation conditions. The highest top cell current density obtained was 12.5 mA/cm 2 for a cell with r CO 2 ¼ 2.5 and a hydrogen dilution of 2:500. Similarly the current density for the lc-Si:H bottom cell decreases with increasing r CO 2 by about the same amount [ Fig. 15(b) ]. Consequently we observe, especially for the IR prepared with hydrogen dilution of 1:200 and 2:500, a constant sum of both current densities (top þ bottom) over a wide range of r bottom cell decreases. For tandem solar cells without IR a top cell thickness of 290 nm is needed to reach a current matching between the individual cell currents. For a tandem solar cell with intermediate reflector, however, a top cell thickness of only 150 nm is sufficient to meet the current matching requirement. This demonstrates the potential to achieve current matching at a similarly high current with a much thinner top cell by using an n-type lc-SiO x :H intermediate reflector.
IV. DISCUSSION
As described in the Introduction, the intermediate reflector between the top and bottom cell of a thin film silicon based solar cell has to fulfill a number of requirements on its electrical and optical properties. This makes it generally difficult to find and optimize a single material for this purpose but the phosphorus doped lc-SiO x :H material investigated here proofs to be very suitable. The material is a composite of highly conductive lc-Si:H(P) phase and an a-SiO x :H phase where the optical transparency is closely linked to the [O] content and the conductivity is low because of the known poor doping efficiency.
With this one can think of decoupling the electronic and optical functionality of the material into its two phases. In addition the preparation process with PECVD at about 200 C, with standard source gases and also otherwise typical deposition conditions similar to thin film silicon processes makes it straightforward to implement the IR into cells prepared with similar conditions in the same deposition system.
Starting from highly conductive lc-Si:H(P) the addition of [O] , in order to get low refractive index material, results in break-down of crystalline growth already at low [O] resp. CO 2 flow concentration. The electrical conductivity depends strongly on the crystalline volume fraction. In order to still obtain sufficient conductivity, the crystal growth break-down can be counteracted by appropriate hydrogen dilutions. However, at the highest hydrogen dilutions the conductivity is reduced despite of a high crystalline volume fraction which might be attributed to a defect-rich lc-Si:H <n> phase in this case as a result of too strong etching contribution during the growth process. On the other hand at lower hydrogen dilution high conductivities even for low Raman intensity ratios are observed suggesting a high quality and highly conductive current path through the doped lc-Si:H phase.
In addition, it can be concluded that the current transport is promoted in direction of growth i.e., in direction of current flow inside the tandem cell. This is attributed to the columnar structure of the crystalline regions in the lc-SiO x :H compound. This columnar structure is possibly further enhanced by the nucleation of the lc-SiO x :H layer on the highly crystalline lc-Si:H(P) layer of the top cell. Connected with this is the finding that material which results in high efficiently solar cells with high fill factor, would on glass give very low conductivities.
This critical substrate dependence of the nucleation and growth-seen as an advantage here as one can grow with higher [O] content and still get high conductivity-is a challenge for reliable material studies, e.g., for investigating the conductivities parallel and perpendicular to the growth axis. It will be also a challenge, in case one wants to replace the top cell n-layer, in this case the lc-SiO x :H would have to serve also as a field-build-up layer of the top cell. The influence of [O] content or CO 2 admixture on the material growth with break-down of the crystal growth would have to be investigated in more detail considering the effect of hydrogen dilution. This means, like for other Si-alloys, one should consider in how far the ratio of [SiH 4 þ CO 2 ] versus [H 2 ] as a parameter is mainly responsible for the microcrystalline-toamorphous transition. This will be preserved for future studies.
Tuning the trade-off between a highly conductive lc-Si:H fraction and an a-SiO x :H phase with high oxygen content yields a material with a combination of low refractive index and high bandgap at sufficient conductivity (E 04 ¼ 2.4 eV, n ¼ 2.1 at r ¼ 10 À5 S/cm). Judging from the material properties, the series with hydrogen dilutions of 1:200, 2:500, and 1:500 look most promising for the use as an IR. This is supported by the solar cell results. The 1:1000 hydrogen dilution is not found suitable for growth of IR layers. Low conductivity and therefore fill factor losses in the solar cells are found for such material. For all series implemented in the tandem solar cell, the lower refractive index of SiO x compared to a-/lc-Si:H causes a current transfer from bottom to top cell.
We summarize: An intermediate reflector for thin film silicon solar cells was successfully developed on basis of a the compound material lc-SiO x :H(P). The implementation of this IR allows to reduce the top cell thickness considerably while keeping the total cell current constant on a high level. This should finally result in considerably enhanced stability of the tandem cells against light induced degradation. What could be considered a disadvantage in this material development, namely the distinct phase separation, turns out as an advantage for the application of the material as intermediate reflector. One can regard the electronic and optical functionality of the material as decoupled into the materials two phases.
The specific film properties for the use as intermediate reflector of the lc-SiO x :H can be well controlled via the deposition conditions like CO 2 gas flow and hydrogen dilution. Implementing the lc-SiO x :H intermediate reflector into tandem solar cells, a reduction of the top cell thickness of about 40% while maintaining the current matching requirements is demonstrated.
